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Abstract 

People who really are visually challenged will benefit from this study, which aims to help them complete their 

daily chores. Traveling outside can be difficult for those who are blind or have low vision, but this article explores 

a solution that uses Internet of Things (IOT) to construct sensor that can be worn on shoes. To warn the user of 

impending danger, ir sensor and a siren are employed. Ultrasonic, a sensor array, and an Arduino board make up 

this IoT-based Intelligent shoe solution for the blind. There is a lot of focus on the Internet of Things these days. 

physical equipment and other objects, including humans, being linked together Despite the fact that the market 

for this technology has grown significantly, it is still being developed at an accelerated pace. When people move 

from one place to another, the biggest problem occurs. It's impossible for someone carrying a stick to be aware of 

everything that might be lurking in their path. When it comes to walking on your own, this clever shoe design is 

a long-term solution for blind people. The smart sneaker will help the vision impaired go to their destination on 

their own thanks to safety measures. Incorporating sensors, microcontrollers, and buzzers into the shoe's design, 

it is built using Internet of Things (IoT) technology. You'll be alerted as soon as you step into the shoe if it detects 

an impediment in your path. by making a buzzing noise and then. Incorporating IoT and sensors, smart glasses 

are becoming a reality. Additionally, it aids in the discovery of potential problems by considering a wider variety 

of potential problems. The By exchanging data with one another, the smart shoe keeps the wearer safe from hitting 

any impediments in his path. A safe and self-contained way for them to arrive at their goal 
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1. Introduction 

Physical items embedded with sensors, computers, and other technologies can communicate and share information 

between devices and systems through the internet through the Internet of Things (IoT). Connecting physical 

devices to the internet, and also processing and analyzing data, is the goal of the internet of things (IoT). Customers 

are likely to access the global communications network without a  

keyboard or a display; many of their everyday devices and devices will be able to obtain orders from the net 

without any need for human participation. ' Devices such as this one acquire valuable data, which they then share 

with other gadgets. utilizing a range of currently available technologies. There are many applications for Internet 

of Things (IoT) technology presently, from irrigation systems to military applications to forests, all of which 

necessitate human contact. Devices may now connect with one another over the Internet, thanks to a combination 

of many technologies, including cloud computing. Hardware components include sensors and actuators. 

Interconnected devices make up the Internet of Things (IoT). computers, mechanical and digital machines, 
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products and people with distinct identification, responsibilities and the ability to transfer data without necessarily 

requiring or computer-to-computer contact It's [1]]. You can send SOS messages to the people on your contact 

list by pressing the power key twice.  

The GPS position is sent every time the pushbutton is pressed. Family Locator [2][28] Life360 A machine learning 

algorithm can be designed to automate the system when the user is inside using the data collected by the ir sensors 

and uploaded to the cloud for the further analysis. [3] Manisha Mohan and NiladriBasu created SHE (Society 

Harnessing Equipment). The inside wear of 10 Bal, Rimpi Tripathi had sensors and a shock circuit board attached 

to it, however the outer wear did not. A polymer is used to insulate the underlying layer that comes into touch 

with the skin. The circuit has been installed. In the instance of eve-teasing or rape, women are attacked initially 

at the bosom. [4]. Smart Belt is a technology that uses a portable gadget that looks like a regular belt. It's made 

out of an Arduino board, a screamer, and pressure sensors. The device will automatically activate when the 

pressure sensor's threshold is crossed. The shrieking alarm system will be activated, with sirens crying for 

help.[5][29].  

2. Related Works 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based navigation system. Regardless of the conditions, it will 

always be able to tell you wherever you are or what time it is. A total of four satellites may well be required to 

calculate X, Y, Z (latitude, meridian, and elevation), and also time. The GPS receiver processes the signals it 

receives into a precise location. [6]. The MinT platform powers its modules, and the API it provides makes it easy 

to build IoT applications and connect them to one another. It uses sensors to analyze the customer's walk and then 

communicates the results to a smartphone app [7]. The smart shoe's spectacles have sensors attached to them, and 

all of them are designed to detect objects. The wider field of view provided by these smart glasses will make it 

easier for even the tallest users to spot obstacles, resulting in greater efficiency. [8] [9]. An obstacle identification 

and real-time GPS assistance model was developed by Divija et al. in 2018. Vibrators are used to implement this 

system. When the ultrasonic sensor senses an obstruction, they will activate. The self-power production of some 

piezoelectric sensors is also utilized in order to alleviate power issues. The results of the experiments showed that 

at a distance of 150 cm from the shoes, this device has a very sluggish audio stream [10][30]. People with visual 

impairments typically depend on cane handles and other people for getting around, whether it's for asking for 

directions or just getting from point A to point B. This device, on the other hand, has a chipset, ultrasonic sensor, 

humidity sensor, Bluetooth module, and an LCD display screen. To provide the user with turn-by-turn directions, 

the shoe module's microcontroller is connected via Bluetooth to an app on their smartphone. Humidity is detected 

with a moisture sensor [11][31]. 

Sensor control is an integral part of the Internet of Things (IoT), and hence an embedded system is designed that 

can be tailored to match the needs of various sensors. [12,13] Even if you don't suffer from diabetes or heart 

disease, obesity can cause lower-limb musculoskeletal disorders including osteoarthritis in the knee and hip joints. 

[14] Diabetic foot problems are considered medical emergencies since they could lead to amputations if they don't 

get taken care of. According the NHS, who invests 10 percent of its annual budget on direct expenses, which is 

anticipated to rise to 17 percent by 2035, diabetics face budgetary constraints as well. [15,16] Detection of diabetic 

foot ulcers has become increasingly challenging, resulting in increased patient suffering and increased healthcare 

expenses. For diabetics, the current standard of care is to check their blood sugar levels every day with the help 

of a planned care provider. [17]. The intelligent analysis can be used to extract all of the most important human 

gait features from sensor data. As a consequence, the Smart Insole system keeps tabs on a wide range of activities 

while the subject is free to go about his or her daily routine. As according Wenyao et al., the mechanism is powered 

by slow motion, including such strolling. Indeed, the heel-striking event of striding is the human body's greatest 

source of energy and the most forceful motion[32][33]. 

The gait cycle has a power output of 67 W [18]. When walking, a person's normal gait consists of placing one 

foot forward to support their weight and putting the other foot forward. The normal gait is an effective gait pattern 

in terms of energy consumption and ambulatory speed that permits smooth walking for an extended period of time 

[19]. As more low-cost communication devices hit the market, developers have more options for choosing an 

appropriate communication design in terms of length and energy usage or even the data center, which might 
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include devices to devices and devices to a centralized network. [20] Additionally, the device is capable of 

detecting a wide range of living and non-living materials as well as humans and animals within the designated 

radius.[21] As long as the barrier is recognized within 60cm, the sideward vibrating motor [22] is activated 

[23][35]. The depth frames' resolution is reduced from 640 480 to 20 15 pixels as a result of the down sampling. 

User-facing pixels are given more weight in the down sampling process. Once the depth data is separated into 

discrete systems at different depth levels, the marching squares technique is used to locate obstacles. [23] 

Intelligent Whip Robot for Elderly and Disabled People was built by G. Prabhakar Reddy and K. Sathish Babu 

utilizing an ARM920T CPU and the AMBA bus architecture. To help the elderly and disabled, a robot cane has 

been designed that can move in any direction. An algorithm that analyzes a person's walking intention controls 

their movement accordingly. By utilizing sensors such as IR sensors, ultrasonic sensors, and microcontrollers that 

support the elderly and handicapped, it will be possible to avoid lower-limb issues. Due to the identical frequency 

of the sensors, the robot could be confused by the usage of so many sonar sensors, resulting in inaccurate readings 

[24]. The use of sensors such as sonar and internet systems to store data received are all currently the subject of 

research aimed at developing a GPS-enabled guide for the blind [25]. Gait analysis, fall detection, and sleep 

monitoring are just a few of the medical uses for inertial data. Today's society places a high value on medical 

management and patient maintenance performance. One of the most pressing concerns is ensuring that the patient 

receives enough care at a reasonable cost while also addressing the issue of nursing staff shortages. Recently 

developed IoT technology is upgrading and improving healthcare and biomedicine [27]. In contrast to all the 

above-mentioned gadgets, which create the desired environment on a broader scale, wearable devices can alter 

foot-ground interactions to locally render the simulated terrain to each foot. [28] shows an example of a common 

haptic shoe [31][34]. 

3. Methodologies 

"LECHAL SHOES," which translates to "take me along," were marketed as "active haptic" footwear by the 

company behind them. There are approximately 40 billion blind people in the Usa, with 1.6 million of those 

individuals being minors. For the blind, there are many parts of their lives that they must rely on the help of others. 

When they walk the streets with a stick in their hand, they are unable to see all of the obstacles in their way. As a 

long-term solution, the Intelligent shoe design allows blind people to walk independently on public roads. A blind 

person's mobility will be much improved thanks to the smart shoe. The shoe incorporates a variety of sensors, 

micro - controllers, and buzzers as part of the Internet of Things (IoT) design. The shoe buzzes when the wearer 

walks before a barrier to inform them. An Arduino UNO is used to control the ultrasonic sensors on the front of 

the shoe. In order to avoid obstacles, the ultrasonic sensor can detect them, and the Arduino lets the sensors collect 

quite so much coverage of the user as feasible. 

3.1. PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

Ultimately, the user should be able to take care of himself or herself and be protected from anything that could be 

life-threatening. Using smart shoes, we offer a solution for visually challenged persons. The diagram of the 

intelligent shoe module's blocks is shown in the following image. 

The hardware will be fixed from the perspective of the user. Sensors in the shoes identify barriers and buzzers 

signal turns in the path whenever the user places on the footwear and walks there. A buzzer is used to alert the 

user about an impending issue. Going somewhere without having to rely on people is unnecessary while wearing 

the smart shoe. The technology is intended to be reduced and user-friendly as a smart blind guide. It's intended to 

make life safer for the blind and visually impaired by alerting them to potential dangers in their path and allowing 

them to function more independently. Sensors and buzzers will be used to detect obstacles, and they will sound 

when an obstacle is discovered. An important part of our mission is to make it possible for persons who are blind 

or visually impaired to travel freely, independently, and safely wherever they want. 
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Fig.1 Block diagram of the ML Assisted smart shoe 

4. Results: 

The ultrasonic in the Thing Speak clouds produces the below-displayed distance vs. time graph at the conclusion 

of the experiment. The ultrasonic sensor measures the distance between items directly in front of the subject, and 

this graph shows that distance. When a signal is received, the buzzer goes off. The user gets warned when the 

space between the obstruction and the user is less than 100cm.The Things Speak Cloud is shaped by the Time VS 

Length curve created by the Smart shoe. 

 

Figure 2. Smart Shoe Setup 
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4.1 Modules in the Project Design 

❖ Smart Shoe Module's Thing Speak Cloud 

• This think talk software can be used to run the proposed system. Inputs that are specific will yield distinct 

outputs. A machine learning model will most likely employ distance data as input. Having this information will 

be useful in the future when mapping the indoor environment. 

❖ The state of the system if there are no barriers in its way 

In the absence of a barrier, the buzzer stays quiet, signaling that the device is dormant and the client can go safely. 

❖ Along the event that there are hurdles in the way, the system's status will be updated. 

• A buzzer will sound if an obstruction is in front of user, alerting them to avoid the obstacle and proceed safely 

beyond it. 

5. Conclusion 

The smart shoe was developed as part of a proposed project. In order to overcome the shortcomings of the prior 

system, such as a lack of coverage, inefficient use of energy, and false alarms, we included this module. Arduino 

was born out of a need for such a setup. People with visual impairments can travel independently using this 

technology, which does not require any specialized training or knowledge of how to use it. The addition of new 

sensors or other parts will be straightforward thanks to the ease with which they may be integrated into the existing 

system. 
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